Box Contents and Directions
(A) - Perpetual Well Base
(B) - Grommet
(C) - Bowl
(D) - Filter Assembly
(E) - Float
(F) - Lid
(G) - Shut Off Tee ½”X¼”
(H) - “P” Trap

(I) - Disposer Tailpipe 1.5”
(J) - Final Trap Adapter 1.5”
(K) - PVC Tee 2” x 1.5”
(L) - Tubing 3’ of 1/4”
(M) - Nut and Compression Ring ¼”

Cabinet Kit is used when installing PW on a cabinet. (This requires a smaller cut-out because
plumbing will be done inside the cabinet.) This kit contains all items listed in chart above.
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NOTE: when mounting the perpetual Well on a cabinet it will need to be mounted higher
due to the toe kick height.
Perpetual Well recommends professional installation.

Installation Directions:

1. Select desired location for your Perpetual Well. PW can be installed anywhere there is
basement or crawl space access to plumbing. For new construction, plumbing can be
roughed in at time of build. Slab foundation remodel applications must be located near
existing plumbing.
2. SHUT OFF WATER SUPPLY !
CONNECTING WATER SUPPLY:
3. Locate where you will be cutting the hole in the cabinet. Make sure there is enough
space for the (A)Perpetual Well Base to be pushed back into the cabinet. Using the
template provided, cut hole according to directions on wall template.
4. Locate cold water supply line. Remove cold water supply line from your shut-off, and
install the (G)¼ ” angle stop shut-off valve. Reattach cold water supply line.
5. Slide (M)1/4” Nut and Compression Ring onto (L)tubing and insert tubing into (E)Float.
NOTE: Make sure to push tubing into float assembly at least a ¼” before
tightening nut.

CONNECTING DRAIN LINE
6.
7.
8.
9.

Install (H) P-trap on the bottom of the Perpetual Well (A). Match the numbers.
Install (I) disposer tailpipe onto (H) P-trap.
Set (N)screws into cabinet according to template and mount PW.
Cut drain line to accommodate the (K)PVCTee fitting. NOTE: Tee FITTING MUST BE
LOWER THAN LATERAL PIPE SO WATER FLOWS AWAY FROM PW.
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10. Attach (J)final trap adapter to the (K)PVC Tee fitting. NOTE: A short section of pipe
may need to be added depending on distance of pipe to Perpetual Well.
11. Insert the PW into the cut hole. Insert lateral pipe into (J)final trap adapter and tighten
compression ring.
12. Make final connection of (L)¼ ” supply line from PW to the (G)1/4” angle stop shut-off
valve.
13. TURN ON WATER SUPPLY AND CHECK FOR LEAKS AT ALL CONNECTIONS.
14. When leak-free, turn ¼” supply off to finish installation.
15. Insert the Perpetual Well (C)bowl ensuring that hole and (B)grommet are in alignment.
16. Install (D)filter and (F)Lid.
17. Turn 1/4” water supply on.

Enjoy your Perpetual Well!

